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Price Cap Protection Programs
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A month from now you should be
receiving a mailing from us regarding
“Price Cap Insurance Protection”. The
price increases of this recent winter are a
good example of the value this program
offers to our participating customers.
None of us can predict what the future
may bring in this uncertain world.
In the Middle East, the Syrian
government remains in an all-out war
with multiple rebel groups who are
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supported by all sides of the political
spectrum. And Russia literally seized
Crimea and seems ready to take other
large areas of the Ukraine causing grave
international concern. At 7.2 million
barrels per day, Russia is the world’s
second largest exporter of petroleum.
Any impact to their crude oil production
through armed conflict or political
sanctions could reduce global supply
and put upward pressure on oil prices.

On the other hand, with China’s
demands now trending below
expectations and US crude oil stocks at
record highs, there are also indicators
that prices could fall in the coming
months. No one knows for sure if oil
prices will rise or fall over the next year.
This is why we often recommend a
“capped price” over a “fixed price”. With
a fixed price you could get stuck high
when prices fall. A “capped” price, or
ceiling price, is a maximum price per
gallon you will pay regardless of market
fluctuations. If your account has a price
cap, you pay the established price if it’s
lower than the cap price. When prices
rise, you will pay up to the cap price but
no higher.
We encourage you to watch for our
Price Cap Insurance Protection mailings
during the summer.
Just another way we strive to be
“Always there for you.”

Stay connected with White Mountain Oil & Propane!

Hutchinson to thank for that. Diane is
White Mountain Oil & Propane’s fuel
inventory purchaser. Among her many
duties is ordering and scheduling
contracted loads of fuel for our bulk plants
as well as finding additional supply when
temporary supply problems occur. The
winter just past was a very complex one
for the delivery of fuel oil and propane...

10AM–4PM FRIDAY,

continued on page 2

Peerless Boilers

ENHANCING

Your Experience
We are excited to announce the
introduction of our enhanced customer
website and new online customer portal.
Both new sites are expected to be
launched in early June, 2014.
Customers who visit
www.whitemountainoil.com
using a smart phone
device will find the site
has been optimized for
mobile engagement.
Mobile users will find
a streamlined, easyto-use site that is
fully customized

JUNE 13, 2014

ENJOY GRILLING FROM 11AM–2PM

to meet the needs of today’s mobile user.
In addition, mobile, tablet or traditional
desktop users who access the new
MyAccount customer portal
will be able to access
their private account
information to obtain
pricing, estimated
delivery schedules,
historical transaction
records, historical
delivery records, access
to monthly statements
and an improved online
payment interface. All
users will be able to go
paperless and elect to receive
monthly statement notifications via
email and/or text message alerts.

Weber Grills

The account setup process has also
been streamlined, and users can selfenroll to setup their own online account.
In order to self-enroll, you must already
have a fuel account with us and your
email address must be on file. If you are
unsure of what email is currently
associated with your account, or for
assistance establishing your new online
access, contact:
webadmin@whitemountainoil.com
or call 800-600-4728.
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How Does a
“Gas Station”
Use Propane?

heat the store. This is not an easy task
considering how often the door opens
every day, but a high-efficiency gas furnace
does the job, according to store owners
Jamie and Tina Oldham. And propane gas
also heats the hot water.
But their favorite use for propane—

Winter 2013/14 Pricing and Supply Issues

DIANE HUTCHINSON

CONTINUED

....and yet, with the diligent efforts of Diane
and our team, White Mountain Oil &
Propane was never without supply.
This past winter was certainly colder than
normal across the country and issues of
Jamie (left) and Tina Oldman, owners of Discount II Mobil Station in Albany, NH.

propane shortages and rising energy prices
made national news. On the local level,

How does a gasoline station and
convenience store use propane? In the case
of the Discount II Mobil Station in
Albany, NH (just south of the
Kancamagus Highway on Route 16),
propane is used in a variety of ways.
Most obvious may be the “20 pound
barbeque cylinder” exchange cage out
front where customers can exchange
empty gas cylinders for full, or purchase
an entire full tank without exchange. This
is one of many cylinder exchange locations
White Mountain Oil & Propane
maintains in our service area.
Discount II also uses propane gas to
Cooking with propane gas
at Discount II Mobil Station.

American's most versatile energy source—
is to run the full kitchen for the deli,
where locals and tourists alike choose from
hot breakfast sandwiches, soups, pizza,
chicken tenders and other hot dishes
beginning daily at the 5 a.m. opening.
“We've owned the store for four years,
and have always used White Mountain
Oil & Propane for all our propane needs,
both here and at home,” explains Jamie.
“The service is extremely prompt, even in
a pinch. Although we have automatic
deliveries, in very busy weeks I sometimes
have to call for an early fill, and they're
always here right away!”

news of some oil dealers having problems
making their deliveries caused a lot of
concern among consumers. We purchase

relationships with multiple suppliers
coordinated by constant communication
from Diane.

S ERVICE C ONTRACTS

We receive our propane from a variety of
sources. Our propane gas comes via the
pipeline from Texas, ships from overseas
(Algeria), and by rail from refineries in
Canada. We have five suppliers with ten
different supply locations that we are
accessing on a monthly basis.
All our liquid fuel products (fuel oil,
kerosene, off road & on road diesel, regular

South Portland, ME or Portsmouth, NH.
We have four suppliers who provide some,
or all, of these fuel products.
It is important to remember northern New
England is always on the end of a long
supply chain for any fuel commodity but
we, at White Mountain Oil & Propane, are
experienced with that process and leave
little to chance. “Always there for you” is
more than just a slogan for us.

www.whitemountainoil.com

Yes, propane gas is consumed in vast
quantities for drying corn and other crops
for winter storage and it had been a wet
August. This was immediately followed
by the “polar vortex” settling in on
Wisconsin, Michigan, and Illinois
creating a huge demand for heating
propane. Therefore a transportation crisis
occurred and supply could not take care
of demand. Nationally, propane prices
rose by 54% according to the Energy
Information Administration.
At White Mountain Oil & Propane we
were never short on supply. We had to
scramble to meet demand and we had to
pay more for propane over the winter.
But we always managed to make expected
deliveries and keep our customer’s tanks
full, even during this difficult time.

our fuel oil and propane through long-term

& super gasoline) are pulled from either
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The winter of 2013/14 was well
publicized as “one of the coldest winters
on record” and fuel supply problems
(particularly propane gas problems)
made national news.
Even though this past winter was
12.2% colder than last winter in this
area, and about 21.3% colder than a
10-year average, supply problems for

both propane and oil are, and will
continue to be, caused more by
transportation issues more than supply.
In other words, there is plenty of
product, but moving it to where it has to
be when it has to be there causes issues.
Pipelines can only carry so much fuel, rail
lines are interrupted by frozen switches or
derailments, and ships are affected by
weather or labor strikes overseas. There
are also many interruptions caused by
refinery incidents or even the routine
scheduled maintenance of refineries.
One issue which was specific to this
winter was the crisis for propane in the
Midwest. Apparently, the middle of the
country entered the season with an
unusually high demand on propane
supplies as the result of “crop drying”.

If you are a residential heating
customer of ours you should have
recently received a mailing from this
company renewing your heating service
contract—or asking you to sign up for a
service contract. Having a Heating
System Insurance Program from White
Mountain Oil and Propane is something
you really should consider.
All oil and propane heating systems
should be cleaned, and properly set up
for best efficiency, once a year. Our
annual Heating System Insurance
Program includes a preventative
maintenance cleaning and efficiency test
as part of the program.

Additionally, the Standard Heating
System Insurance Program includes
coverage for most parts and labor at no
charge (night and weekend labor is
charged, but at normal “day rates”, and
not overtime). This Standard program
costs $243 and covers from May 2014
through April 2015, and includes that
cleaning which is worth more than half
the price of the contract. The Premium
Heating System Insurance Program
Contract at $398 includes the cleaning as
well, and also covers most parts and 24hour labor.
White Mountain Oil & Propane
responds to hundreds of calls a year for
“no heat”, usually in the coldest weather at
the most inconvenient time for the
homeowner. A well-maintained heating
system provides peace of mind for you
and your family. A Heating System
Insurance Plan from White Mountain Oil
and Propane goes a long way toward that
comfort and security.

Buy a $399 or higher value grill
and receive a FREE tank of propane!
Call us today at
800-600-9031 x123.
Always there for you.
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